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Abstract

Recently, the necessity of systems which
effectively store and retrieve video data has
increased. The importance of NL based retrieval
system is also increased because of its efficiency
like reflection of users' intentions and including
more information than conventional system. In this
paper, we focus on the evaluation to veriff the
usefulness of the NL based retrieval system on HCI.
A method to retrieve a video through a matching
technique between nafural language queries and
answers is introduced and validated through
performance and process evaluation for 10 users.
The natural language based retrieval system has
shown its better effrciency in performance and user
satisfaction than the menu based retrieval svstems.

Introduction
Recently, as the amount of video data have

largely increased based on easy video storage
techniques and encoding methods, the necessity of
systems which effectively store and retrieve video
data has increased. A lot of research is going on;
however, a video retrieval system is not as
efficient as a text retrieval system tll.
Conventional video retrieval systems retrieve data
using menus and keywords. Due to the lack of
information, many video clips are simultaneously
searched, and the user must have a certain level of
knowledge to utilize the system. Another
shortcoming of conventional video retrieval
systems is that users' intention is not reflected in
the query, and data using the fixing query pattern
which is provide from system can be retrieved.
Therefore, the necessity of a natural language
(NL) based retrieval system is increased, and it is
closely connected with people. It is an important
issue that how can evaluate the system related with
why and how to use this system. The usability test
is most appropriate in this case, and also, it is
important.

In this paper, we introduce a usability test in
HCI part briefly, and the other researcher's
measures of usability test in NL based retrieval
area. We use the usability test to validate the
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efficiency of the NL based video retrieval system
through comparing the process evaluation and
performance evaluation with a menu based
retrieval interface.

Overview of the usabitity
Definition of usability test

Usability can be defined like a complex concept
which is consisted of a combination of several
concepts, and usability is also defined to
understandability, learnability and operability of
user's system at ISO/IEC 9126 which is the
international standard.

The definition about the utility can be
differentiated by subjects or researchers, but it can
be defined in trvo ways: the usability in a broad
sense and vice versa.

The usability in a broad sense has every part
which is related to use environment of the system,
and it is also defined in ISO 9241-ll to
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction which
can be happened in the moment when a specific
user does a specific work in a specific
environment. The usability in a narrow sense treats
an acceptability of the system which usability and
utility are combined. This means how users can
achieve a goal effectively which they want. The
usability in this paper means the one in a narrow
sense which shows "how easy users learn and
utilize the system."
Purpose and measure of usability test

The purpose of the usability evaluation can be
summarized in five ways [3]: easiness of study
(the needed effort which the first time user can
achieve a definite level of information),
satisfaction (the satisfaction of users about product
use), effectiveness (the amounts of moment for
achieving the effectiveness), less error (the number
of errors which users achieve) and easiness of
memory (how easy users can achieve the result
which was happened before).

Os and et al, use several usability measures to
validate the conversational bathroom design agent
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[a]. They try to compare with pen-based system,
so they measure time to design the complete
bathroom, user preference with Likert scale, and
its efficiency.

Bigot and et &1, also use several usability
measures to validate the systems which have
spoken mode and written mode t5l. They
performed the test with trvo different scenarios, the
guidance for travel plan and guidance for the
restaurant, and measure the efficiency of results.

Lane and et al, proposed the conversational
detection system when the question does not fit the
domain [6]. They measure the task completion and
correction rate of the result through comparing the
system without detection.

In this paper, we emphasize the part of usability
test, especially how fast users can retrieve
information correctly which they want, and how
much users satisff the system.

Usabitity test for NL based video
retrieval system

Overview of system operation
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which is composed of the event, sound and
location information in environment information,
and the relation between the human-beings. The
result of event definition can be found atl7l.

Natural language query for video retrievals
match the query and answers from the script
database which is also pre-defined through
analyzing morphemes and patterns. The result of a
query defines the value of querying which can
happen in answering each query l7l. Script is
defined through a script language and template
variable. It includes ranges of conversations, items
which outputs answers and shows subjects of
script or patterns of users' input. Template
variable shows the range of an object or the value
which such variable can have [3].

When the most appropriate answer is selected,
the system selects the real data value from the
event database, and provides them to users. At this
time, the system provides the result as video data
using the events' start and end frame information
which is stored in the same tuple with real value.
Example of system operation

For the result of the user query, the system
provides the results of video retrieval through a
matching technique between natural language
queries and answers using scripts which is pre-
generated through natural language query analysis.
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Figure 2:Diagrams the operation scenario

For example, as shown in Figure 2, the system
analyzes keywords, morphemes, and structure of
the user query "Show me who clean the office
using vacuum cleaner." That process makes the
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Figure 12: The overall process of
NL based video retrieval system

The system operates as Figure l. First, the video
data are collected from the camera set up in office
environment, and annotated at every key frame for
each event as a context item which is pre-defined.

Office environment through domain analysis for
event retrieval and event sampling can be defined
as environment information, direct related with
event, indirect related with event, and human-
being. To add this, we speciff the event as
primitive motions (standing, siffing, moving, etc),
and basic activities (walking, holding, using, etc)
after classiffing according to the number of
human-beings. After that, we match the object
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system understand the natural language query,
finds the "Query t)'pe who" though a matching
technique between natural language queries and
answers, and executes the sql which has a where
clause such as "event : 'vacuuming', object :
'vacuum cleaner'." Then, the system gets the start
frame and end frame "Start frame: 1900, End
frame: 2300" from the tuple which satisfies both
the result of that execution "Soojung" and the
where clause at the same time. The start frame and
end frame are used to playback the video.
Setting experiment environment

To obtain real video data from the office
environment, we have set the target area as 4m by
4m and made the experimental environment using
8 cameras in an office. For the experiment, Sony
network cameras (SNC-P5) were used, and video
were saved with the resolution of 320x240 and
frame rate of 30 fos using MPEG video format.
We did a performance evaluation and process
evaluation with male and female college students
and graduate students in their 20s to show utility
of the suggested system.
Data collection

Experimental data were collected according to
the designed scenario in the office environment.
We designed a realistic scenario that could happen
in an office assuming three persons in one day
(from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.).
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The scenario is based on the context definition
which is pre-defined for every event that occurred
in the office. Data samples are collected as Entry
30 video clips/ Leaving 30 video clips/ Calling 14
video clips/ Cleaning 74 video clips/ Conversation
4 video clips/ Eating 7 video clips/ Nap 4 video
clips/ Meeting 82 video clips/ Printout 9 video
clips/ Seminar 7 video clips/ Work 20 video clips.
Figure 3 shows the example of the scenario which
is used for data collection. Figure 3 shows
examples of the scenario which is used for the
usability test.
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Performance evaluation
We evaluate the system in terms of two parts:

one is how fast users can retrieve and the other is
what percent of users can reffieve correctly. In this
paper, we compare a menu selection based
system and natural language based system to
figure out how much time is needed to search
results for such problem. In case of a menu
selection based system, users can retrieve domains
of human-beings, events, objects, primitive
motions and basic activities.

Figure 4 shows the result of a menu based
retrieval system and natural language based
system. It shows the average time it takes to finish
retrieving 5 questions. 5 questions are like these
formats, "When Soojung stands up and cleans the
office with a vacuum cleaner," "When Jonguk sits
and uses a computer with keyboards." The result
shows the NL based retrieval system provides
more convenient environment to retrieve data than
menu based retrieval svstem.
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Figure 3: Examples of designed scenario
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Figure 4: The result of performance evaluation

Process evaluation
We evaluate the user's satisfaction after using

the system. We uses an item of SUS (System
Usability Scale), and answers of each question
range from I to 5 using the Likert scale (strongly
disagree to sffongly agree). Odd number questions
are that evaluation numbers extract l. and even
number questions are that 5 extract evaluation
numbers. After that, we sum up everything,
multiply 2.5 and change to scores ranged between
0 and 100. Table I shows SUS items.

Table l: SUS items
SUS Question

SUS-l I think that I would like to use this svstem
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frequently
SUS-2 I found the system unnecessarily complex
SUS-3 I thought the system was easy to use
SUS-4 I think that I would need the support of technical

person to be able to sue this system
SUS-5 I found the various function in this svstem were

well integrated
SUS-6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this

sYStem
SUS-7 I would imagine that most people would learn to

use this system quickly

SUS-8 I found the svstem very cumbersome to use
SUS-9 I felt very confident usins this system

SUS-10 I needed to leam a lot of things before I could get
going out with this system

Figure 5: The result orpro..rJJ.ir"rt"t

Figure 5 shows the result of users' satisfaction
after using both systems, and the result ranges to a
maximum 100 points with l0 categories of SUS.
Average of satisfaction of suggested system is
72.5, indicating that this system is better than the
menu based retrieval system (average: 61.25.)

Conclusion
In this paper, we did a usability test for a natural

language based video retrieval system. Also, we
introduce the definition, purpose and evaluation
methods of usability test in the HCI part. To
validate the efficiency of the NL based retrieval
system, we compared the process evaluation and
performance evaluation with a menu based
retrieval interface. The result of the usability test,
the proposed system has displayed better
efficiency in performance and user satisfaction
than the menu based reffieval svstem.
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